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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background to the project 
1.1.1 Project overview 
Since May 2008, the Australian and NSW governments have been investigating the 
area between Mount Victoria and Lithgow to determine the preferred route of an 
upgrade for the Great Western Highway. A preferred route (known as the orange 
corridor) was subsequently selected, and further refinement of the alignment since 
May 2010 has led to the current concept design for the proposed upgrade. 
 
The Great Western Highway upgrade between Mount Victoria and Lithgow is part of 
both governments’ commitment to improve road safety and accessibility to 
communities in the Blue Mountains and Central West. 
 
In July 2012 the Australian and NSW governments announced a $250 million revised 
investment program for the upgrade of the Great Western Highway between 
Katoomba and Lithgow. The revised investment program included:  
 
• Upgrading the Great Western Highway at Forty Bends. 
• Safety upgrades for Mount Victoria village and the Hartley Valley. 
• Finalising the concept design and road boundaries for the highway upgrade 

between Mount Victoria and Lithgow. 
• Using any remaining funds for other priority safety upgrades between 

Katoomba and Mount Victoria. 
 
This report describes the final concept design and road boundaries for the highway 
upgrade between Mount Victoria and Lithgow. 
 

1.1.2 Project objectives 
The objectives for the future upgrade of the Great Western Highway between 
Mount Victoria and Lithgow, which have guided the development of the concept 
design, are to: 
 
• Improve road safety. 
• Improve road freight efficiency. 
• Cater for the mix of through, local and tourist traffic. 
• Be sensitive to the area's natural environment, heritage and local communities. 
 

1.1.3 Concept design display 
In order to understand the needs of the community, Roads and Maritime Services 
(RMS) held community meetings and public displays of the concept design for the 
upgrade of the highway between Mount Victoria and Lithgow. A project website and 
toll free 1800 project information line were also established. 
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The concept design was placed on display for community comment between 
17 July 2012 and 26 October 2012. During that period a number of community 
meetings and displays were held in Mount Victoria, Hartley and South Bowenfels. 
 
A total of 125 formal responses were received during the consultation period. 
The responses and RMS comments to the issues raised by respondents are detailed 
in the Mount Victoria to Lithgow Concept Design Community and Stakeholder 
Feedback Report (‘the Community and stakeholder feedback report’) (RMS 2013). 
 

1.2 Purpose of this report 
The purpose of this report is to present the finalised concept design and proposed 
road boundaries for the future highway upgrade between Mount Victoria and Lithgow 
following feedback received from the community and other stakeholders during the 
concept design display period. 
 
The planning and design process leading to the development of the concept design 
involved the collection and interpretation of both environmental and engineering 
inputs together with community consultation. This process is described in greater 
detail within the Mount Victoria to Lithgow Concept Report (‘the Concept Report’) 
(RMS 2012). The Concept Report documents the various options considered and the 
engineering, environmental and stakeholder issues which have informed the design 
development process to date. 
 
Following finalisation of the concept design, including the design refinements noted in 
this report, RMS will approach Blue Mountains City and Lithgow City councils and 
provide them with the proposed road boundaries for inclusion in their 
local environmental plans (LEP). These boundaries would be based on the final 
concept design alignment. Determining the proposed road boundaries for the future 
upgrade of the Great Western Highway is being undertaken: 
 
• To allow RMS to identify properties impacted by the proposed road boundaries 

and thereby provide the owners of those properties with certainty around the 
requirements for property acquisition that would be necessary to secure the 
road corridor. 

• Reserve the road corridor in the Blue Mountains City and Lithgow City council’s 
LEPs to protect the corridor from future land use development. 

 
Timing of project approval and construction of the concept design would depend on 
funding availability (except for the Forty Bends section which is currently proceeding 
with detailed design and construction as the first stage of implementation). At this 
stage, RMS is not proposing to proceed with the planning approval or environmental 
impact assessment process for the remaining sections of the concept design. 
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1.3 Final concept design 
As described in the Concept Report (RMS 2012), the concept design generally 
comprises the realignment and future upgrade of about 20.4 kilometres of the 
existing Great Western Highway between Soldiers Pinch, about 400 metres east of 
Browntown Oval, Mount Victoria and Magpie Hollow Road, South Bowenfels. 
 
The concept design comprises a number of key elements that include: 
 
• Widening of the existing highway between the eastern extent of the alignment 

and Browntown Oval to three lanes (two lanes eastbound and one lane 
westbound). 

• A new highway alignment between Browntown Oval and Mount Victoria 
Railway Station on the eastern side on the Mount Victoria township, consisting 
of two lane, dual (divided) carriageways (ie a total of four lanes). 

• Twin, two-lane short tunnels under the Main Western Railway Line and 
Darling Causeway north of Mount Victoria Railway Station. 

• Twin bridges across Fairy Dell Creek and its tributary. 
• A bypass of Mount Victoria through twin, two-lane tunnels about 1.4 kilometres 

in length. 
• A viaduct between the end of the western tunnel portals and the base of 

Victoria Pass. 
• A bypass to the south of Little Hartley, including safer access to Coxs River 

Road via an interchange. 
• Intersection improvements at Baaners Lane and Browns Gap Road. 
• Two heavy vehicle rest areas (one on each side of the upgraded highway) 

between Mid Hartley Road and Carroll Drive. 
• An improved highway alignment at Hartley and the Hartley Historic Site. 
• A bypass at River Lett Hill (to the south of the existing alignment) including 

safer access to Jenolan Caves Road and Blackmans Creek Road via an 
interchange. 

• Improved alignments at Forty Bends and South Bowenfels. 
• A local service road between the base of Victoria Pass and Jenolan Caves 

Road connected by a series of local road overpasses over the upgraded 
highway alignment. This would allow for continuous connection of the local 
service road. 

 
For future planning purposes, the road boundaries of the concept design would be 
set to allow for four lanes along the entire length of the highway if warranted by 
increased traffic demand. The overview map provided as Figure 1-1 identifies the 
general alignment of the upgraded highway and proposed service road. 
 
The overview map also identifies the key elements of the concept design that have 
been investigated following community and other stakeholder feedback during the 
concept design display. Further discussion of these design refinements is provided in 
Section 3 of this report. 
 
An overview of the concept design is provided as Figure 1-1. Additional detail of the 
final concept design is also provided in Appendix A. 
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Figure 1-1: Overview of the final concept design 
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1.3.1 Concept design development process 
The future upgrade of the Great Western Highway between Mount Victoria and 
Lithgow is at the final concept design stage. Figure 1-2 presents an overview of the 
current position of the future upgrade, the previous stages which have been 
completed. 
 

 

Figure 1-2: Concept design development process and current status 
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1.4 Structure of this report 
This report is structured as follows: 
 
• Chapter 1: Introduction – a summary of the project background and overview of 

the concept design process to date. 
• Chapter 2: Community and stakeholder activities – an overview of the 

community consultation activities undertaken for the concept design display. 
• Chapter 3: Design refinements – a summary of the key design refinements that 

have been made to the concept design following community feedback. 
• Chapter 4: Environmental issues – an overview of any additional environmental 

issues identified as a result of the refinements to the concept design. 
• Chapter 5: Next steps – a summary of the process following finalisation of the 

concept design. 
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2 Community and stakeholder activities 
In July 2012, a series of community and stakeholder consultation activities were 
undertaken to seek comments in regards to the concept design. This chapter 
provides a summary of the community and stakeholder involvement activities 
undertaken regarding the Mount Victoria to Lithgow concept design displayed in 
July 2012. Further details regarding the community and stakeholder consultation 
process that was undertaken prior to the display of the concept design is provided in 
the Mount Victoria to Lithgow Concept Report (RMS 2012). 
 

2.1 Concept design display 
2.1.1 RMS website 
The concept design was displayed on RMS’ website. This included the display of the 
following information relating to the concept design: 
 
• Community update. 
• Concept design plan and cross section (roll plot). 
• Concept Report. 
• Urban Design and Landscape Concept Report. 
• Environmental corridor studies. 
 
Comments were invited from the community and all other interested stakeholders 
between 17 July 2012 and 26 October 2012. 
 

2.1.2 Community update  
A community update was distributed to about 10,000 local households and 
businesses between Mount Victoria and Lithgow, and was made available at five 
static display locations (refer to section 2.1.4 below). 
 
The community update provided an invitation to comment on the displayed concept 
design and proposed road boundaries. A tear-off, reply paid, feedback form was 
included in the community update to assist people provide their comments. 
 

2.1.3 Phone, email and letter 
Written comments were also accepted via email and through letters. In addition, the 
community information line (1800 035 733) for the project was available for receiving 
comments and answering enquiries throughout and following the display period. 
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2.1.4 Community meetings and displays 
Community meetings 
 
During the consultation period a number of community meetings and staffed displays 
were conducted by RMS. The community meetings included a presentation by RMS, 
a question and answer session and one-on-one discussions focused on the concept 
design. RMS representatives and project team members were present at the 
following community meetings: 
 
• Wednesday 1 August 2012 – Hartley School Building, Mid Hartley Road, 

Hartley between 12.00pm and 2.00pm. 
• Wednesday 1 August 2012 – Mount Victoria Public School, Great Western 

Highway, Mount Victoria between 6.00pm and 8.00pm. 
• Thursday 9 August 2012 – Hartley School Building, Mid Hartley Road, Hartley 

between 12.00pm and 2.00pm. 
• Thursday 9 August 2012 – Mount Victoria Public School, Great Western 

Highway, Mount Victoria between 6.00pm and 8.00pm. 
• Saturday 11 August 2012 – Union Theatre, 63-65 Bridge Street, Lithgow 

between 10.00am and 12.00pm, followed by a staffed display between 1.00pm 
and 3.00pm. 

 
A series of staffed displays also provided opportunity for more detailed one-on-one 
discussions with members of the project team. RMS representatives and project 
team members were present at the following staffed displays: 
 
• Wednesday 17 October 2012, – Bowen Inn Motel, 5 Col Drewe Drive, Lithgow 

between 10.00 am to 2.00 pm. 
• Thursday 18 October 2012, – Hartley School Building, Mid Hartley Road, 

Hartley between 12.00pm and 2.00pm. 
• Thursday 18 October 2012 – Mount Victoria Public School, Great Western 

Highway, Mount Victoria between 6.00pm and 8.00pm. 
 
Static displays 
 
Static displays (displays where no RMS project team members were present) were 
held in five locations between 17 July 2012 and 26 October 2012. These displays 
included posters, copies relevant reports and community updates. The concept 
design and the concept report were made available to the community at the following 
locations: 
 
• Blue Mountains City Council office – 2-6 Civic Place, Katoomba. 
• Katoomba Library – Town Centre Arcade, Katoomba Street, Katoomba. 
• Lithgow City Council office – 180 Mort Street, Lithgow. 
• Lithgow Library – 157 Main Street, Lithgow. 
• Lithgow Motor Registry – Shop 51, Valley Plaza, Corner of Lithgow and Bent 

streets, Lithgow. 
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2.1.5 Consultation with government agencies 
As part of the consultation with stakeholders, letters to the following government 
agencies were also provided, inviting comment on the concept design. 
 
Australian Government: 
 
• Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and 

Communities. 
 
NSW Government: 
 
• Department of Family and Community Services. 
• Department of Primary Industries. 
• Department of Primary Industries (Crown Land). 
• Department of Primary Industries (Fisheries). 
• Department of Primary Industries (Forestry). 
• Hawkesbury Nepean Catchment Management Authority 
• Office of Environment and Heritage (including National Parks and Wildlife). 
• NSW Office of Water (NOW). 
• NSW Police. 
• Railcorp. 
• Rural Fire Service. 
• Sydney Catchment Authority. 
 
Local Government: 
 
• Blue Mountains City Council. 
• Lithgow City Council. 
 

2.1.6 One–on–one discussions with property owners 
Both before and after the July 2012 public display of the concept design, the project 
team undertook direct consultation with a number of property owners within the 
preferred route corridor whose properties had the potential to be directly affected by 
the concept design. 
 

2.2 Summary of issues raised during recent consultation 
A total of 125 formal responses were received during the consultation period. 
 
Issues raised as a result of the consultation process were summarised in the 
Concept Design Community and Stakeholder Feedback report (RMS 2013). In 
summary, the five key issues raised by the community and other relevant 
stakeholders included: 
 
• Project justification including reasons why the community support or oppose 

the concept design. 
• Design engineering including technical aspects and specific design issues 

related to the concept design. 
• Road user concerns including issues that impact upon stakeholders who travel 

on the highway and surrounding local roads. 
• Process including issues around project management and the approach to the 

community. 
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• Environment including issues related to environmental impacts related to the 
concept design. 

 
A range of other issues were also raised in relation to the concept design including 
heritage, property impacts and urban design.  
 
A more detailed description of the community feedback and RMS response to issues 
raised during the concept design consultation process is provided in the Mount 
Victoria to Lithgow Concept Design Community and Stakeholder Feedback Report 
(RMS 2013). 
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3 Design refinements 
The proposed concept design and road boundaries displayed in July 2012 have been 
refined as a result of issues raised during the consultation process. The refinements 
identified below are generally within the road boundaries previously presented as 
part of the concept design. Therefore, no further environmental investigations have 
been undertaken in addition to those previously described in the Concept Report 
(RMS 2012). 
 
These refinements, along with the remainder of the final concept design, would be 
the subject of any future environmental assessment as part of the project’s approval 
process. 
 
The following sections summarises the key concept design refinements undertaken 
in response to the community and stakeholder feedback received.  
 

3.1 Darling Causeway connection adjustment 
As described in the Mount Victoria to Lithgow Concept Design Community and 
Stakeholder Feedback Report (RMS 2013), the proposed access arrangements of 
the concept design to Darling Causeway was raised as an issue 18 times in 
11 individual responses. The majority of respondents raised the need for a 
connection between Darling Causeway and the new alignment of the Great Western 
Highway to prevent trucks travelling through Mount Victoria village. In particular, 
comments were raised regarding trucks travelling on Harley Avenue and 
Station Street in Mount Victoria. The Blue Mountains City Council also raised the lack 
of connection between the proposed highway and Darling Causeway as a major 
concern with the displayed concept design. 
 
In response to the feedback received from the community and other stakeholders, an 
additional design option was developed to allow access between the new highway 
alignment and Darling Causeway. This option would consist of a ramp from 
Darling Causeway to the Great Western Highway for eastbound vehicles (towards 
Sydney), and a ramp from the Great Western Highway to Darling Causeway for 
northbound vehicles (towards Bell). The two ramps would combine and pass under 
the railway line. The road would then intersect with Darling Causeway at a T-junction, 
with priority given to the traffic movements along the Darling Causeway. 
Turning movements for eastbound highway vehicles turning left onto the 
Darling Causeway would be prevented, and vehicles from Darling Causeway would 
not be able to connect directly with the westbound carriageway. This is due to the low 
number of vehicles needing to carry out these movements and the high cost required 
to construct ramps to accommodate these movements. 
 
The design option arrangement to provide access to Darling Causeway is shown in 
Figure 3-1. 
 
The design option to allow connection between the new highway alignment and 
Darling Causeway was developed to fit within the proposed road boundary identified 
previously on the displayed concept design and in the Concept Report (RMS 2012). 
This option will remain as part of the concept design and no further work will be 
undertaken to confirm the final option until funding becomes available. 
 
The final arrangement for access to Darling Causeway would be determined as part 
of the future detailed design stage. 
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Figure 3-1 Option for connection between the Great Western Highway and 
Darling Causeway 
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3.2 Service road options near Hartley Historic Site 
The impact of the service road in the concept design near the Hartley Historic Site 
was raised in a number of responses received from community members as well as 
the following government and community groups: 
 
• Lithgow City Council. 
• NSW Central Region of Councils (Centroc). 
• NSW Heritage Council 
• Office of Environment and Heritage – National Parks and Wildlife Service. 
 
The service road was raised 29 times in eight responses (RMS 2013). A number of 
respondents objected strongly to the proposed service road through Hartley Historic 
Site on the basis that traffic movements would be detrimental to the buildings which 
are protected under the Heritage Act 1977. In particular, reference was made to 
potential vibration impacts associated with additional traffic movements through this 
location. 
 
In response to community and other stakeholder concerns regarding the potential 
impact of the concept design on the Hartley Historic Site, including the reopening of 
the Old Bathurst Road through Hartley Historic Site, RMS has agreed that the service 
road will no longer provide for through traffic, nor pass the Royal Hotel. As a result of 
this decision, three additional service road design options have been developed. 
These design options are some of the potential options that may be developed for 
this section of the concept design in the future. All of the options would impact on 
land owned by National Parks and Wildlife Services (NPWS) to the north of the 
existing highway, in a similar manner to the displayed concept design. These design 
options are described below and in Figure 3-2 to Figure 3-4. 
 
Option A 
 
Option A would generally utilise the existing highway as a proposed service road, 
thus shifting the new highway alignment to the north. In comparison to Option B and 
Option C, Option A would require a larger area for the new higher to the north 
between Carroll Drive and Hartley Historic Site, and would require substantial 
earthworks and other potential structures (such as large retaining walls or a bridge) 
north of the existing highway. 
 
Part of the existing highway would be used to connect to Jenolan Caves Road west 
of Hartley. The existing bridge over River Lett would be retained as part of the 
highway off ramp. This option would not include a local service road link through the 
Hartley Historic Site. Access to the Hartley Historic Site would be available from the 
existing highway, from a westbound direction only. People wishing to access the 
Hartley Historic Site from the west would need to travel further to the east and join 
the proposed service road at the intersection to the east of Mid Hartley Road and 
then access the site from a westbound direction. 
 
All vehicles leaving Hartley Historic Site would be via an eastbound direction using 
the existing highway, with vehicles wishing to travel westbound required to turn at the 
new service road intersection to the east of Carroll Drive (refer to Figure 1-1 above). 
However, vehicles would be permitted to travel in a westbound direction after linking 
up with the westbound off ramp of the new highway carriageway (refer to 
Figure 3-2). 
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Option B 
 
Option B would provide the same new highway alignment that was exhibited as part 
of the displayed concept design display. 
 
As with Option A, Option B would not include a service road link through the Hartley 
Historic Site. Access to the Hartley Historic Site would be provided via an additional 
off-ramp from the new highway alignment which would connect with the existing 
access to the Old Bathurst Road entrance to the Hartley Historic Site. Access to the 
Hartley Historic Site would be available from both eastbound and westbound 
directions with vehicles travelling from the west being required to travel along the 
new off ramp connection with Jenolan Caves Road. 
 
All vehicles leaving Hartley Historic Site would be required to exit in a westbound 
direction, with vehicles wishing to travel east or west required to use the new service 
roads at the Jenolan Caves Road grade separated interchange. 
 
Option C 
 
Option C would have the same new highway alignment as Option B. 
 
Option C would not provide any direct access to Hartley Historic Site from the new 
highway alignment . Access to Hartley Historic Site would be via a new connection 
between Jenolan Caves Road and Old Bathurst Road. A cul-de-sac would also be 
provided at the eastern end of Old Bathurst Road to allow for vehicles to turn. 
 
Summary of options 
 
All potential service road options near the Hartley Historic Site would be within the 
final proposed road boundary. This road boundary has been slightly refined (in 
comparison to the road boundary displayed in July 2012) with a small increase in 
land area being made to the property on the northern side of the existing highway 
opposite the Royal Hotel. The additional impact on this private property is considered 
to be minimal. 
 
These potential options would remain as part of the concept design and no further 
work will be undertaken to confirm the final design until funding is available. 
 
 



 

 
 
Figure 3-2 Realigned concept design at Hartley Historic Site – Option A 
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Figure 3-3 Realigned concept design at Hartley Historic Site – Option B 
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Figure 3-4 Realigned concept design at Hartley Historic Site – Option C 
 
 



 

3.3 Other design refinements 
3.3.1 Baaners Lane u-turn bay 
Following consultation with the property owner adjacent to Baaners Lane, the 
proposed u-turn bay on Baaners Lane has been moved about 100 metres to the 
south, along Baaners Lane. The u-turn bay would continue to provide an area for 
vehicles travelling west along the new highway alignment to turn around in order to 
access Little Hartley. The relocation of the u-turn bay would not have any additional 
property or environmental impacts. 
 

3.3.2 Fernhill concept design and road boundary refinement 
The displayed concept design included a new highway alignment that passed 
through the south western corner of the State Heritage Registered property Fernhill. 
The displayed concept design was previously developed as a 90 kilometre per hour 
design alignment which provided a continuous connection with the Forty Bends 
section to the west.  
 
As a result of the revised investment package agreed by the Australian and NSW 
governments July 2012, the Forty Bends section will proceed to detailed design and 
construction (refer to Section 1.6.1 of the Concept Report (RMS 2012)). 
The implementation of the Forty Bends section prompted a review of the concept 
design of the adjacent sections. This included considerations of consistent design 
speeds and earthworks on the adjacent sections between Hartley Valley and 
South Bowenfels.  
 
The concept design of the new highway alignment has been refined to be moved 
about 50 metres to the east near the Fernhill property. The shift of the highway 
alignment would generally occur between the cross over point of the existing and 
proposed highway alignments and the connection point with the existing highway at 
the eastern end of Forty Bends (refer to Appendix A for details). This would allow 
the final concept design to integrate better with the Forty Bends section of the 
highway once it has been constructed, and would also allow for a consistent 
100 kilometre per hour design speed from the Hartley Valley to South Bowenfels. 
The refined highway alignment and proposed road boundaries would result in an 
increased impact on the heritage listed property (Fernhill). The overall environmental 
impacts of the final concept design would be assessed as part of a detailed 
environmental assessment during the future detailed design of this section. 
 
This refinement to the design would change the location of the proposed road 
boundaries displayed in July 2012. However, the adjusted alignment of the concept 
design would still be located within the preferred route corridor. 
 

3.3.3 Old Bathurst Road, South Bowenfels 
In response to community and stakeholder feedback received, the round-a-bout that 
was proposed to be constructed on Old Bathurst Road at South Bowenfels has been 
removed. This design element has been removed to limit impact on adjoining 
properties. The round-a-bout would be replaced by a wider turning bay which would 
be provided to facilitate pick-up and drop-off bus passengers. 
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3.3.4 Mudgee Street 
As a result of community and stakeholder feedback the formal round-a-bout that was 
proposed to be constructed in Mudgee Street has been removed to limit impact on 
adjoining properties including the Rural Fire Service station. The round-a-bout would 
be replaced by a u-turn bay to allow for improved pick-up and drop-off of bus 
passengers. 
 

3.3.5 Water quality basins 
As a result of continued refinement of the concept design following the display, the 
number of water quality basins has been reduced. Typically this has occurred along 
the service road and other local roads. The refinement has led to an overall reduction 
of the proposed road boundaries and therefore reduced property and environmental 
impacts. 
 

3.3.6 Hartley Valley heavy vehicle rest areas 
As identified in the Community and Stakeholder Feedback Report (RMS 2013), the 
proposed heavy vehicle rest areas were raised 22 times in 16 responses. 
Feedback received indicated opposition to the locations of heavy vehicle rest areas 
in the Hartley Valley. 
 
The provision of heavy vehicle rest areas on key rural freight routes contributes to 
improving road safety, managing rural and regional roads and transporting freight. 
Rest areas are used by heavy vehicle drivers to take long and short rest breaks and 
check loads and vehicles. Heavy vehicle drivers must conform to fatigue 
management legislation that specifies strict resting requirements. In order to fulfil 
these requirements, drivers require suitable rest area facilities that are regularly 
spaced along key freight routes. This strategy is outlined in RMS’ Strategy for Major 
Heavy Vehicle Rest Areas on Key Rural Freight Routes in NSW (January 2010).  
 
RMS has adopted a spacing parameter where major heavy vehicle rest areas must 
be provided generally every 100 kilometres. Where the distance between major rest 
areas is more than 100 to 120 kilometres a gap is identified. The strategy 
recommends a new major heavy vehicle rest area within the Mount Victoria to 
Lithgow section to address a current gap identified on the Great Western Highway. 
Locations and area of an eastbound and a westbound heavy vehicle rest area were 
previously identified. These areas will be included in the road boundaries for future 
heavy vehicle rest areas. 
 
RMS acknowledges community concerns regarding the potential impacts of the 
heavy vehicle rest areas. In response to community feedback, the details of the 
layout and design will be reassessed with a view to minimising the impacts at the 
detailed design stage when funding becomes available. 
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4 Environmental issues 
The refinements identified previously in Chapter 3 of this report would generally be 
contained within the proposed road boundaries previously displayed as part of the 
concept design in July 2012. All of the final concept design, including the options 
identified for Darling Causeway and service road near the Hartley Historic Site would 
be within the preferred route corridor. A detailed description of environmental 
constraints within the preferred route corridor was discussed in the Concept Report 
(RMS 2012). 
 
Therefore, no further environmental investigations have been undertaken in relation 
to the design refinements in addition to those described previously in the Concept 
Report (RMS 2012). The overall environmental impacts of the final concept design 
would be assessed as part of a detailed environmental assessment during the future 
detailed design when funding becomes available. 
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5 Next steps 
5.1 Future development of the project 
Following finalisation of the concept design, including the design refinements noted in 
this report, RMS will approach Blue Mountains City and Lithgow City councils and 
provide them with the proposed road boundaries for inclusion in their local planning 
instruments. These boundaries would be based on the final concept design 
alignment and will assist in future land use planning along the Great Western 
Highway. 
 
The intention of providing the proposed road boundaries to each of the councils 
would be to formally reserve the corridor for future development and land use 
planning. Construction of the remaining stages would depend on further funding 
being made available for future development of the highway upgrade. At this stage, 
RMS has no program to proceed with the planning approval process. 
 
The road boundaries currently accommodate all options that have been developed 
for the Hartley Historic Site, heavy vehicle rest areas and the Darling Causeway 
connection. Assessment and selection of these options will be undertaken when 
funding is made available for the project to proceed. The community and 
stakeholders will be updated at that time. 
 

5.2 Revised investment program 
Work is continuing on the development of the Forty Bends upgrade as the first stage 
of the concept design to be progressed to detailed design and construction. Work is 
also progressing on the development of safety upgrades for Mount Victoria village 
and the Hartley Valley. In addition, RMS has commenced consulting the community 
regarding potential safety upgrades between Katoomba and Mount Victoria. 
 
Any future updates on these components of the upgrade of the Great Western 
Highway between Katoomba and Lithgow will be available on the RMS website 
(http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roadprojects). 
 

5.3 Acknowledgements 
RMS wishes to acknowledge and thank the community and residents of the area for 
their ongoing assistance in the development of the concept design. The interest and 
involvement from community members and stakeholders is greatly appreciated by 
the project team. Local knowledge shared by the community and stakeholders has 
made a valuable contribution to the final concept design. 
 
RMS will continue to keep the community informed of any future developments about 
the project. 
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Appendix A 
Overview of proposal concept design and 
completed road widening corridor 
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